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OLI SOLUTIONS 
for Health Care and Commercial Projects.

Click on these icons throughout the brochure to access more information and to be able to navigate more easily.
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PHOTOGRAPHY
freepick.com, page 9,12
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OLI
 OLI has created products that have, on a global scale, 

changed the daily experience in the bathroom.

(BIM) BUILDING INFORMATION MODELING
BIM is the new standard of design and construction.

SHOWROOM 360º
A setup that brings you close to real installation.

 
HYGIENE SOLUTIONS

Helps on your fight to a higher hygiene of your bathroom 
space!

NO-TOUCH SOLUTIONS
When sensor detects the hand it activates the desired 

flush.

REMODELING SOLUTIONS
Universal and versatile solutions for a quick and easy 

renovation of your bathroom.
 

SPECIAL SOLUTIONS
Having problems with your new project? We got what you 

need!
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CAPTIONS

Capacitive sensor

Electronic actuation

AC power-mains 

ColorADD

White GoldRedBlack
Black Soft Touch

TaupeAnthracite
Grey Soft Touch

Matt chrome
Brushed

Polished chrome
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OLI - Sistemas Sanitários, S.A., founded in 1954 in Aveiro, is currently the Iberian leader in the production of cisterns. 
A wide range of solutions, such as control plates, in-wall and exposed flushing cisterns, and mechanisms (inlet valves 
and outlet valves) are sent daily to 80 countries on five continents. In addition, OLI has branches in Italy, Germany and 
Russia. 
 
OLI flushing cisterns can be found in bathrooms all over the world, such as a hotel in Cuba, an Israeli hospital, a school 
in Spain, a football stadium in Qatar, a boat Hotel in Peru, or a restaurant in Italy. This international recognition is based 
on innovation. 
 
From its large and modern industrial complex, in Aveiro, which operates 24 hours a day and seven days a week, 2 
million cisterns and 2.8 million mechanisms are produced each year. 
 
To compete globally OLI continuously invests in innovation, having applied, in the last five years, 10 million euros in 
Research and Development. Using patented technology and high quality manufacturing standards, OLI is constantly 
studying new and better solutions that increase water efficiency and accessibility for people with reduced mobility. 
 
Currently, OLI has 34 active patents and according to the report of the European Patent Office for the last four years is 
among the Portuguese companies with the most patents in Europe and is considered the most innovative in the 
construction sector.  
 
OLI´s innovative work has been recognized with several distinctions, namely Archiproducts Design Awards, Good 
Design, Iconic Awards and Design Plus, and IF Design. 
 
In 2019, OLI closed the year with a turnover of 59.3 million euros and a total of 431 employees in Portugal. OLI is 
part of the Italian group Silmar, which operates in 5 different yet integrated sectors: heating, aluminium processing, 
plumbing, electroplating and passive fire protection - and employs about 3,000 people. 

65 YEARS OF RESEARCH, INNOVATION, 
DEVELOPMENT AND DESIGN

RESEARCH & DEVELOPMENT
On a daily basis, and in partnership with universities, research 
centres and architects, OLI´s Research and Development 
Centre works on the development of new ideas and solutions 
that increase water efficiency and accessibility for people with 
reduced mobility in the bathroom.

Innovation defines OLI. The slogan “Inspired by water” manifests 
OLI´s commitment to place innovation in the service of water 
preservation, with the overall goal of making the world a better 
place to live. In the last five years, OLI has invested 10 million 
euros in research and innovation. Currently, OLI has 45 active 
patents and is one of the Portuguese companies with most 
patents in Europe.

In addition to being sustainable and accessible, OLI solutions are 
also characterized by their contemporary design with simple and 
refined lines.

OLI strives to offer sustainable products that not only have a strong 
functional component, but allow our customers to design a truly 
unique bathroom that they can be proud of. 

INNOVATION DESIGN

For 65 years OLI has been committed to growing sustainably, 
by investing in new products and markets. OLI´s global success 
can be attributed in large part to the continuous effort to improve 
products and anticipate market needs. 

RESEARCH, DEVELOPMENT AND INNOVATION

A P R O V E D

WaterMark
product

OLI

OLI is the first sanitary systems company in the world to adopt ColorADD, a unique, universal 
and transversal code that allows colour blind people to correctly identify colours.
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Russia

Portugal
Italy

Germany

Built to surpass global standards. 
Designed for your market.  

OLI’s commercial activities extend to all continents 
with a presence in over 80 international markets. 
Based on a well-structured research, development 
and innovation policy, our products are recognized 
and certified by the highest world standards, which 
motivates us to continue to invest in a personalized 
differentiation strategy.

Because each market is unique, OLI adapts its products 
to different requirements. This adaptability makes OLI 
competitive and stand out from the rest.
Some of the international markets where OLI is well 
known and appreciated: Portugal, France, Italy, Spain, 
Germany, Belgium, Holland, Austria, Finland, Denmark, 
Sweden, Czech Republic, Poland, Romania, Russia, 
Morocco, Egypt, Tunisia, Algeria, Senegal, Cote d’Ivoire, 
Saudi Arabia, Jordan, United States of America, Brazil, 
Mexico, Australia, Indonesia and China.

AWARDS

2019 
GERMAN  INNOVATION AWARDS

MOON Black control plate

2019 
ARCHIPRODUCTS
MOON Black control plate

CASAS DE BANHO
 ACESSÓRIOS E EQUIPAMENTOS

CATEGORIA

OLI
 Sistemas Sanitários

SA/MoBaK

VENCEDOR

2018
INNOVATION IN CONSTRUCTION AWARD 
BATHROOM, ACCESSORIES AND 
EQUIPMENT CATEGORY
MoBak System, Modular Bathroom kit

2019
ICONIC AWARDS 

MOON BLACK CONTROL PLATE

2014 
INNOVATION IN CONSTRUCTION AWARD 

TECHNOLOGIES THAT SUPPORT 
REHABILITATION CATEGORY
EASY MOVE adjustable frame.

2012
KAIZEN LEAN AWARD
Excellence in Productivity

2015 
INNOVATION IN CONSTRUCTION AWARD 
Best Portuguese Company

2015
INNOVATION IN CONSTRUCTION 

AWARD 
BATHROOM, ACCESSORIES AND 

EQUIPMENT CATEGORY
Self-sustainable Hydroboost system.

2016 
ARCHIPRODUCTS DESIGN AWARDS 
TRUMPET contro plate

2016 
GOOD DESIGN AWARD

GLASSY contro plate

2016 
THE GREEN PROJECT AWARD  
PRODUCT CATEGORY 
Honourable mention IVC1000 inlet valve

2017 
MILLENNIUM HORIZONTES AWARD – 

INOVATION
Big company category

2019
DESIGN PLUS 
MOON Black control plate

2020 
IF DESIGN 

EASY MOVE Range 

OLI

https://www.oli-world.com/en/categories/installation-systems/control-plate/moon/black--/#characteristics
https://www.oli-world.com/en/categories/installation-systems/control-plate/moon/black--/#characteristics
https://www.oli-world.com/en/categories/installation-systems/control-plate/moon/black--/#characteristics
https://www.oli-world.com/en/categories/installation-systems/adjustable-frame/easy-move/easy-move---/
https://www.oli-world.com/en/categories/installation-systems/control-plate/trumpet/polished-chrome-------------------/
https://www.oli-world.com/en/categories/installation-systems/control-plate/moon/black--/#characteristics
https://www.oli-world.com/en/categories/installation-systems/adjustable-frame/easy-move-washbasin/easy-move-washbasin--/
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PRIVATE HOSPITAL OF MADEIRA

Madeira, Portugal

HOSPITAL IN RUSSIA  

Moscow, Russia

CASCAIS HOSPITAL

Lisboa, Portugal

SAINT FRANCIS OF ASSISI HOSPITAL

Madrid, Spain

CRUISE TERMINAL

Lisboa, Portugal

TEL AVIV SAVIDOR MAIN TRAIN STATION

Tel Aviv, Israel

THE PANAMA CLINIC

Corredor Sur, Panama

VIRGEN DE LA CARIDAD HOSPITAL

Cartagena, Spain 
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https://www.oli-world.com/en/communication/projects/vodafone-building-porto/
https://www.oli-world.com/en/communication/projects/hotel-radiance-sydney/
https://www.oli-world.com/en/communication/projects/sheraton-luxury-collection-hotel-algarve/
https://www.oli-world.com/en/communication/projects/ichilov-medical-center-hospital/
https://www.oli-world.com/en/communication/projects/hotel-vina-vik-chile-/
https://www.oli-world.com/en/communication/projects/vodafone-building-porto/
https://www.oli-world.com/en/communication/projects/hotel-radiance-sydney/
https://www.oli-world.com/en/communication/projects/sheraton-luxury-collection-hotel-algarve/
https://www.oli-world.com/en/communication/projects/ichilov-medical-center-hospital/
https://www.oli-world.com/en/communication/projects/hotel-vina-vik-chile-/
https://www.oli-world.com/en/communication/projects/hospital-in-russia/
https://www.oli-world.com/en/communication/projects/the-panama-clinic-/
https://www.oli-world.com/en/communication/projects/cascais-hospital-cascais/
https://www.oli-world.com/en/communication/projects/virgen-de-la-caridad-hospital-cartagena-spain/
https://www.oli-world.com/en/communication/projects/private-hospital-of-madeira/
https://www.oli-world.com/en/communication/projects/saint-francis-of-asissi-hospital-madrid/
https://www.oli-world.com/en/communication/projects/new-cruise-terminal-lisbon/
https://www.oli-world.com/en/communication/projects/tel-aviv-savidor-main-train-station-/
https://www.oli-world.com/en/communication/projects/vodafone-building-porto/
https://www.oli-world.com/en/communication/projects/vodafone-building-porto/
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(BIM) BUILDING INFORMATION MODELING SHOWROOM 360º

Visit our virtual showroom:
www.oli-world.com/360/

OLI is committed to 
being at the forefront 
of development in the 
construction sector. BIM is 
the new standard of design 
and construction. 

BIM facilitates the transfer of information between 
stakeholders and enables integrated management 
throughout the product life cycle. 

The 360º Showroom 
presents several 
solutions for sustainable 
flushing systems, 
double flush control 
plates and mechanisms 
for all types of walls and 
toilets.

With this methodology, OLI aims to boost the efficiency 
and creativity of construction projects through cooperative 
work with architects, engineers, contractors and owners, 
as well as reinforce its commitment to continuous 
innovation and the creation of a bathroom that doesn´t 
waste water, is safe and accessible for all. 

OLI will continue to progressively expand their library 
and offer customers a wide range of Sanitary System 
solutions. OLI´s products are available as BIM objects in 
Graphisoft Archicad®, Autodesk Revit® and SketchUp®. 

Visit our website for more information and to download 
our BIM files: www.oli-world.com

Browse and discover all the innovative 
and sustainable solutions we offer in a 
configuration that brings you closer to the 
real installation.

Discover new products and find all the 
necessary information in an intuitive way!

Allows a virtual tour in 3 modes, 
Walkthrough, Mockupand Floor mode.

Consult through the Website, on Mobile 
website and Mobile app or VR Glasses 
showing the SIS and Baths & Furniture 
product range.

1) Possibility of capturing 360 video, photos 
and photographs in 4K;

2) Possibility of making measurements with 
99% accuracy.

https://www.oli-world.com/en/services-/bim-objects/
http://www.oli-world.com
https://www.oli-world.com/en/services-/showroom-360-/sanitary-systems/
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OLIpure is a self-contained 
system, placed inside the 
cistern, where the cleaning 
liquid is stored. On each flush 
the disinfectant is dispensed 
into the toilet, in a control 
dosage.

OLIpure is a closed storage system that with each flush 
releases a controlled amount of cleaner into the toilet. 

HYGIENE SOLUTIONS

Maximum hygiene, Maximum freshness

IN-WALL CISTERNS

OLI74 OLI120EXPERT

CONTROL PLATE

GLAM NARROW

230
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0

6.5 230
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0
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OLIpure PRODUCTS

Higher Hygiene

OLIpure helps on your fight to a higher hygiene of 
your bathroom space!
 
It creates a fresh atmosphere and provides an 
immediate feeling of comfort and cleanliness.

Safe. The water 
inside the cistern 
isn’t contaminated 
with the cleaner.

Already have an OLI model: OLI120, OLI74, 
EXPERT.

EASY! You just need to get your OLIpure 
conversion KIT + a compatible control Plate 
(NARROW or GLAM) and It’s done!

QUARZO OLIpure OLIpure KIT FOR 
CERAMIC CISTERNS

OLIpure KIT FOR 
IN-WALL CISTERNS

SAFE AND INNOVATIVE SYSTEM

Doesn’t contaminate water and parts inside 
the cistern - closed system;

USER FRIENDLY

Easy and quick to refill.

CONTROLLED DOSING

Releases only 2ml per flush – long lasting.

-

 

-

-
2ml

AMBIWAVE
12 units per pack

https://www.oli-world.com/en/categories/installation-systems/solutions-for-cisterns/olipure-/oli74-mechanic-olipure-/
https://www.oli-world.com/en/categories/installation-systems/solutions-for-cisterns/olipure-/expert-mechanic-olipure/
https://www.oli-world.com/en/categories/installation-systems/solutions-for-cisterns/olipure-/oli120-mechanic-olipure/
https://www.oli-world.com/en/categories/installation-systems/solutions-for-cisterns/olipure-/glam-olipure/
https://www.oli-world.com/en/categories/installation-systems/solutions-for-cisterns/olipure-/narrow-olipure/
https://www.oli-world.com/en/categories/installation-systems/solutions-for-cisterns/olipure-/ambiwave-olipure/
https://www.oli-world.com/en/categories/installation-systems/solutions-for-cisterns/olipure-/quarzo-white-olipure/
https://www.oli-world.com/en/categories/installation-systems/solutions-for-cisterns/olipure-/olipure-kit-for-in-walll-cisterns/
https://www.oli-world.com/en/categories/installation-systems/solutions-for-cisterns/olipure-/olipure-kit-/
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The use of chlorine-free liquid 
detergents with a viscosity 
between 150 and 300 cp (at 20° 
C) is recommended.

450ml dosage

Maximum hygiene, Maximum freshness

GLAM and NARROW
Available in: 
White 
Polished Chrome
Matt Chrome
Black Soft-Touch

Easy Refill
Easy opening of the control plate, allows quick 
access to the filling nozzle.
After a couple of minutes, we are ready for some 
germ hunting!!

-

-

Watch our video at:
https://www.oli-world.com/olipure/

PRESS

1

2

3

4

Universal compatibility
We do recommend you use our AMBIWAVE solution 
that as been develop & design to the smallest detail 
for an easy appliance and highest efficient use!

Watch our video at:
https://www.oli-world.com/ambiwave

HYGIENE SOLUTIONS

A bathroom space that defends hygiene and safety 
contributes on a large scale to reduce the spread of viruses 
and bacterias. For this reason, hospitals, hotels and 
other public services around the world, already integrate 
OLI solutions to raise the levels of space hygiene and the 
safety of their patients.

RIA, final finish is antibacterial since its coating inhibits the 
growth of microorganisms such as bacteria, fungi or algae. 
The treatment used releases metal ions on its surface and 
these interfere with the metabolism of microorganisms to 
stop their proliferation and eliminate them.

Watch our video at:
https://www.oli-world.com/ria/

https://www.oli-world.com/en/-videos/product/olipure/
https://www.oli-world.com/en/categories/installation-systems/solutions-for-cisterns/olipure-/ambiwave-olipure/#characteristics
https://www.oli-world.com/en/-videos/product/ria-/
https://www.oli-world.com/en/categories/installation-systems/control-plate/ria/white-bacterial-proof/
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NO-TOUCH SOLUTIONS

NO-TOUCH control plates 
activates the flush through the 
proximity of a hand 
towards the control plate.
When sensor detects the hand it 
activates the desired flush.

- Promotes the interaction of the user with the control 
plate;

- Removes the necessity of touching the control plate 
with your hands;

Compatible Concealed Cisterns

No Germ Spreading! Keep your love ones far from harm’s way!

SAVE THE 
TOUCH....

to what really matters!

OLI120 PLUS OLI74 PLUS

Dual flush 6/3 litre in-wall cistern 
(adjustable to 4/2 or 7/3 litres);
Polypropylene (PP) cistern highly 
resistant and inalterable to 
thermal stress;
Hydroboost and AC versions 
available;
126mm thick.

Dual flush 6/3 litre in-wall cistern 
(adjustable to 4.5/3 litres);
Polypropylene (PP) cistern highly 
resistant and inalterable to 
thermal stress;
Hydroboost and AC versions 
available;
80mm total thickness.

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

https://www.oli-world.com/en/categories/installation-systems/in-wall-installation-systems/oli120-plus-sanitarblock/mechanic--------------/
https://www.oli-world.com/en/categories/installation-systems/in-wall-installation-systems/oli74-plus/ac/
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NO-TOUCH SOLUTIONS

WITHOUT 
TOUCHING 
ANYTHING
MORE HYGIENE IN
BATHROOM

Higher Hygiene

NO-TOUCH Solutions 
allows you to maintain a 
higher level of hygiene in 
your bathroom space.

Having the choice NOT to touch certain objects, 
as always been a detail of major importance, when 
discussing private and public spaces. In current 
times, the demand for such solution as gain a 
tremendous relevance in our lifestyle.

Upon the need to use a washroom it is normal the 
desire to avoid touching the flush bottom.

With these growing necessities in mind, OLI as 
come to develop a wide range of solutions from the 
past years until now. Solutions which allows the user 
to do the flush without any need to touch.

One of these solutions is our control plate TRIBE 
with a minimalist design, in tempered glass with 
4mm thickness is available in multiple colours which 
follow the latest trends. Led signals will show the 
flush being made, either the full or half flush, that can 
also be customize according to your taste or mood.

Your bathroom will be the ultimate 
conversation topic when you have 
your friends over.

Find out our Unique 
Control Plates with 
that ultimate design!

Vídeo MOON
www.oli-world.com/moon

Last but not least, is our control plate GLASSY. Winner 
of international awards such as GOOG DESIGN in 2016. 
GLASSY is made in tempered glass with 4mm thickness 
and available in multiple colors.

The control plates, ELECTRA II and ELECTRA III, are infrared 
sensors that detect the user and, in an automatic behavior, 
they flush as soon as the user retires from the space, avoiding 
the need to touch the control plates.
Manufactured in ZAMAK with chrome finishing and also 
equipped with an anti-vandalism system, ELECTRA is ideal 
for public bathrooms.

Control Plate ELECTRA III
www.oli-world.com/electra

Control Plate ELECTRA II
www.oli-world.com/electra II

Winner of 4 international prices in 2019: ICONIC AWARD, 
DESIGN PLUS, GERMAN INNOVATION AWARD and 
ARCHIPRODUCTS DESIGN AWARD, MOON is the only 
ceramic control plate available in the market, which 
is manufacturer in partnership with one of the most historical 
ceramic manufacturers in the world, VISTA ALEGRE. 

https://www.oli-world.com/en/categories/installation-systems/control-plate/tribe/white----------------/
https://www.oli-world.com/pt/videos/videos-de-produto/moon-black-3-premios-em-2019-/
https://www.oli-world.com/en/-videos/product/moon-black-winner-of-three-awards-in-2019/
https://www.oli-world.com/pt/produtos/instalacao-sanitaria/placas-de-comando/electra-iii/cromado-----------------/
https://www.oli-world.com/pt/produtos/instalacao-sanitaria/placas-de-comando/electra-iii/cromado-----------------/
https://www.oli-world.com/pt/produtos/instalacao-sanitaria/placas-de-comando/electra-iii/cromado---------------/
https://www.oli-world.com/pt/produtos/instalacao-sanitaria/placas-de-comando/electra-ii/cromado-----/
https://www.oli-world.com/en/categories/installation-systems/control-plate/moon/white--------/
https://www.oli-world.com/en/categories/installation-systems/control-plate/glassy/white---/
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REMODELING SOLUTIONS
Tired of your old 
bathroom?

Do you feel your 
bathroom is stuck 
in the 50’s? Or if you 
went into a time travel 
to the past?

IT IS TIME FOR A CHANGE!!
OLI, has the perfect solution for you!

QR Remodelling Concept!
- Time Saving;
- Work Saving;
- Space Saving;
- Easy Installation;
- Ultimate Design.

Specially developed for an easy and fast 
remodelling of your bathroom space.

Don’t waste any more time!
Come and find your future 
bathroom with OLI.

Find out more about our QR Remodelling Solutions at:
https://www.oli-world.com/qr-inox/

NO-TOUCH
With No-touch technology 
there is no need to touch 
the module to activate the 
flush. The tempered glass 
is equipped with capacitive 
sensors and the user can 
choose between the half 
flush and the full flush by 
simply approaching their 
hand to the corresponding 
light symbol. With No-touch, 
hygiene and convenience 
are taken to a new level, 
by adopting a clean and 
sustainable technology.

PNEUMATIC
The pneumatic version 
comes with a stainless steel 
tilt selector bottom in a 
matt finish for activating the 
flush. The user can choose 
between the full flush and 
the half flush by pressing 
the tilt selector bottom. 
The bottom’s rounded 
shape provides the sanitary 
module with nobility and 
distinctiveness. With the 
pneumatic version  you are a 
touch of a bottom away from 
the perfect bathroom.  

AC POWER-MAINS 

Hydroboost

https://www.oli-world.com/pt/videos/videos-de-produto/qr-inox/
https://www.oli-world.com/en/-videos/product/qr-inox/
https://www.oli-world.com/en/categories/installation-systems/sanitary-module/
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SPECIAL SOLUTIONS

HAVING PROBLEMS 
WITH YOUR NEW 
PROJECT?

Limited Space in the 
Wall?

Limited balcony 
height?

Cannot figure out, 
how to optimize your 
available space in the 
bathroom?

OLI has the solution.

S90

- A solution develop specially for thin walls (with a 
minimum of 
100mm*).

- The efficiency of new construction materials allows 
to build thinner walls, which will deliver a higher user 
space.

EXPERT PLUS

- A solution develop specially for those cases where 
you have a small wall/balcony.

- Allows a configuration of either FRONT or TOP 
control plate.

- Available in 2 different heights  (820mm and 
1130mm)

QUADRA PLUS

- A solution develop specially for spaces with limited 
width; 

- Ideal for corner application;

- Optimal solution for public bathrooms.

HAPPY AIR

A fresh solution for air renewal. The high-power and 
low-noise extractor eliminates odours directly from the 
toilet and steam in the bathroom via an elegant and 
discreet plate, installed in the wall or on the ceiling.

x

x

x

*

Ideal for 

small places

https://www.oli-world.com/en/categories/installation-systems/in-wall-installation-systems/oli74-plus-s90-sanitarblock/mechanic--------------------/
https://www.oli-world.com/en/categories/installation-systems/in-wall-installation-systems/expert-plus-sanitarblock/expert-plus-sanitarblock-820-mechanic/
https://www.oli-world.com/en/categories/installation-systems/in-wall-installation-systems/quadra-plus-sanitarblock/mechanic-------------------/
https://www.oli-world.com/en/categories/installation-systems/solutions-for-cisterns/happy-air/mechanic-happy-air/
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SPECIAL SOLUTIONS

DOUBLE FRAMES
An unique solution for space optimization.

A V shaped connection pipe 

allows the connection of both 

system into only 1 waste pipe!!

Install more 
bathrooms in the 
same space.

OLI120 PLUS

OLI74 PLUS

240

TOILET VS TOILET

TOILET vs TOILET

An optimal solution to have in one frame 1 
Toilet in each side of the wall.

SAVE TIME & SPACE
Wall thickness require: only 240mm.

A V shaped connection pipe
allows the connection of both

system into only 1 waste pipe.

OLI74 PLUS

TOILET VS WAHSBASIN

An optimal solution to have in one frame 
1 Toilet in one side of the wall and on the 
other a Washbasin.

OLI120 PLUS

TOILET vs WAHSBASIN

+

+

+ =

=

TOILET VS URINAL

TOILET vs URINAL

An optimal solution to have in one frame 
1 Toilet in one side of the wall and on the 
other an Urinal.

OLI120 PLUS

+

+

+

=

=

https://www.oli-world.com/en/categories/installation-systems/in-wall-installation-systems/oli74-plus-free-standing-double-sanitarblock/free-standing-double--/
https://www.oli-world.com/en/categories/installation-systems/in-wall-installation-systems/double-frame-wc-urinal-washbasin/double-frame-wc-urinal-washbasin-/
https://www.oli-world.com/pt/produtos/instalacao-sanitaria/solucoes-especiais-para-autoclismos/oli74-plus-autoportante-dupla-copia20191213161917/mecanico-------------/
https://www.oli-world.com/pt/produtos/instalacao-sanitaria/solucoes-especiais-para-autoclismos/kit-estrutura-dupla/lavat-c2-b4orio/
https://www.oli-world.com/pt/produtos/instalacao-sanitaria/solucoes-especiais-para-autoclismos/kit-estrutura-dupla/lavat-c2-b4orio/
https://www.oli-world.com/en/categories/installation-systems/solutions-for-cisterns/kits-for-double-frame/wall/
https://www.oli-world.com/en/categories/installation-systems/in-wall-installation-systems/oli74-plus-free-standing-double-sanitarblock/free-standing-double--/
https://www.oli-world.com/en/categories/installation-systems/in-wall-installation-systems/oli74-plus-free-standing-double-sanitarblock/free-standing-double--/
https://www.oli-world.com/en/categories/installation-systems/solutions-for-cisterns/kits-for-double-frame/wall/
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Inspired by water...
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OLI-Sistemas Sanitários, S.A. 
Travessa do Milão, Esgueira 
3800-314 Aveiro, Portugal

T (+351) 234 300 200
F (+351) 234 300 212
Cost of a call to the portuguese 
network, according to your tariff

www.oli-world.com
export@oli-world.com

http://www.oli-world.com
mailto:export%40oli-world.com?subject=
https://www.facebook.com/OLI.inspiredbywater
https://www.instagram.com/oli.inspiredbywater/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/oli-sistemassanitarios/
https://www.youtube.com/user/oliaveiro
https://www.pinterest.pt/olinspiredbywater/
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